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ABSTRACT

Trains are considered to be the safest on-land transportation means for both passengers and cargo. Train accidents have been mainly disastrous, especially in case of fire, where the consequences are extensive loss of life and goods. The fire would generate smoke and heat which would spread quickly inside the railway compartments. Both heat and smoke are the primary reasons of casualties in a train. This study has been carried out to perform numerical analysis of fire characteristics in a railway compartment using commercial Computational Fluid Dynamics code ANSYS. Non-premixed combustion model has been used to simulate a fire scenario within a railway compartment, while Shear Stress Transport k-\omega turbulence model has been used to accurately predict the hot air turbulence parameters within the compartment. The walls of the compartment have been modelled as no-slip stationary adiabatic walls, as is observed in real life conditions. Carbon dioxide concentration (CO\textsubscript{2}), temperature distribution and air flow velocity within the railway compartment has been monitored. It has been observed that the smoke above the fire source flows to both sides of the compartment. The highest temperature zone is observed downstream the fire source, and gradually decreases with the increase in the distance from the fire source. It can be seen that CFD can be used as an effective tool in order to analyse the evolution of fire in railway compartments with reasonable accuracy. The paper also briefly discusses the topical reliability issues.
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1. Introduction

In the event of a train fire, the fire itself does not present the first danger to passengers. Instead, smoke from the fire is the primary danger. The inhalation of smoke causes the majority of fire-related injuries due to its emission of toxic gases. Smoke in the air can make it difficult for passengers to see exit doors clearly. Consequently, train passengers would be at serious risk of severe injury or even death, if the fire and smoke are allowed to become worse. It can be difficult to deal with train fires effectively, especially if there are many passengers on board [1]. The present study explores the flow and generation mechanisms of temperature and smoke in a train exposed to fires.

A successful fire safety design can save lives. It is stated that large train fires can have severe consequences [2]. Cost is a primary consideration when designing a fire safety strategy. Fire size and occurrence can be lowered with higher levels of knowledge about the fire. It has been argued that designers are unable to fully estimate fires and they do not have enough knowledge of the ways in which fires behave in the context of trains [3]. Air velocity is largely influenced by release rate of heat, which is generated from the train that has caught fire. Furthermore, the emergency tunnel ventilation system’s performance is also controlled by this parameter. The type and amount of flammable materials within the train carriage, the characteristics of the train carriage (i.e. size, doors, windows, etc.), and the carriage construction type, determine HRR values [4]. HRR has the largest influence on how serious the fire becomes [5].

The aims of fire safety processes are to continuously improve and develop new systems that are responsive in case of fire emergencies. Currently, a new emergency response system is being explored to unite forecast and live sensor monitoring of fire development. The estimation of fire dynamics in the compartment is envisioned which will infer a paradigm change in the reaction to traumas by offering the fire service with vital evidence about the fire well ahead of time [6].

The precise forecast of the spread of smoke (poisonous gases) and distributions of temperature and velocity is vital for the design and development of scheme for fire detection and safety methods. It is also significant in offering controls the ventilation for smoke. The protocols for fire protection have to be employed while designing structures. In specific cases, for instance large public structures, museums, train stations, concert halls and tunnels, the fire protection protocols are very much significant in the case of emergency. Using these protocols, removal of the smoke generated is carried out using the instated devices throughout the time that is needed for the process of evacuation [7].
Modern fluid power systems are becoming complex and globally distributed. A number of issues are emerging which affect their reliability in one form or another. Some of these issues are common cause failures, reliability of computer codes and software, cyber security and risks, environmental safety issues, obsolescence issues, human factors such as behaviour, decision making, modelling and simulation issues, maintenance related issues etc. Reliability and robustness are critical and despite the advanced modelling and simulation techniques employed, many companies are finding that the operating environmental conditions are much harsher than predicted.

Uncertainties, Unreliability and Unavailability are closely related to each other and should be seriously treated as totally unacceptable by everyone right from the start. Historical evidences and plenty of literature exist to reveal the cost of unreliability and bad decision making in all walks of life. Its long-term consequences on health, wealth, quality of life and sustained prosperity of individuals and nations are recorded in histories of nations. Any number of multi-dimensional warranties, guarantees, laws and byelaws, etc. will never solve the problem of unreliability. Continuous awareness of the cost of unreliability and its dire short-term and long-term consequences should be effectively disseminated at all levels as a number one priority by all responsible people irrespective of cast, creed, colour and religion. A number of case studies and bench marking studies exist that should be brought to light. It is time to initiate action research and action learning programs. Interdisciplinary research provides useful answers to many unanswered issues. Smart Integration, collaboration and proactive activities between industries, academia and professional organizations should be accelerated.

It is essential that effective systems for dealing with fire are created and employed in order to negate the risk of fire in passenger carriages, night carriages, restaurant carriages, power electronic parts and engine parts. Therefore, rail sectors require effective methods for investigating the spread of fire and the effectiveness of firefighting strategies [8]. However, the understanding of the evolution of fire in railway compartment needs to be understood in detail first, and hence Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) based analysis has been conducted in the present study to provide assistance to rail engineers when selecting the optimal firefighting system setup. Smoke's dispersion, temperature, velocity and CO₂ molar concentration variations, and their effects on the train's emergency evacuation systems, have been investigated in the present study.

2. Numerical Modelling

The numerical analysis of a fire in a railway compartment has been carried out with the aid of a commercial CFD package known as ANSYS-Fluent. ANSYS-Fluent comprises of the physical models involving heat transfer, turbulent flows, chemical mixing, reacting flows, multiphase flows and combustion. Finite-volume method is used by ANSYS-Fluent to numerically solve the equations that govern fluid flows for wide variety of flow situations [9-13]. The CFD flow predictions need to be validated using well controlled experiments for various single and multiphase flows over complex geometries to understand their suitability in predicting complex flows and development of design strategies for safety systems [14-16]. The carbon dioxide concentration, velocity and temperature distribution in the railway compartment need to be predicted and analysed in detail. Three dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes equations, along with the continuity and energy equations, have been solved in an iterative manner, over a time of 360 seconds (with a time step size of 1 second), for the accurate prediction of flow phenomena within the railway compartment considered here.

ANSYS’s non-premixed combustion model has been implemented to simulate non-spreading fire in a railway compartment. Non-premixed combustion model consists of the solution of transport equations for one or two conserved scalars (the mixture fractions). Equations for individual species are not solved. Instead, species concentrations are derived from the predicted mixture fraction fields. The thermochemistry calculations are pre-processed and then tabulated for look-up in ANSYS. Interaction of turbulence and chemistry is accounted for with an assumed-shape Probability Density Function (PDF) [17].

Combustion includes chemical reactions with the oxygen around it dragging air into the fire and generating hot gases that travel upwards [18]. For a methane fire the reaction for complete combustion is:

\[
\text{CH}_4 + 2\text{O}_2 \rightarrow \text{CO}_2 + 2\text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

Incomplete combustion refers to a lack of air. However, in well ventilated conditions, the reaction follows the stoichiometry for complete combustion, so the quantity of carbon monoxide (CO) produced is negligible, hence is the case in present study.

2.1. Geometry of the Flow Domain

The dimensions of the computational domain of a railway compartment are 20m×2.7m×2.4m, which correspond to a conventional train compartment size in the UK, as shown in Figure 1. The fire has been numerically initiated in the centre of the compartment using a rectangular methane burner, having a surface area of 1m² and a height of 0.4m. The fuel flow rate specified corresponds to a heat flux of 350kW. Ventilation is provided by two doors of 1.9m height × 1.4m width, one at each end, and assuming that the doors would open once the fire has been initiated.

To model the airflow through the open doors properly, and to minimize the effects of the boundaries on the fire development within the compartment, the outlet boundary of the computational domain has been extended outside both doors by 10m×10m×10m to include a region outside the railway compartment.

![Figure 1. Railway Compartment Model](image)

2.2. Mesh Sensitivity Analysis

In the CFD process, the quality of meshing plays a vital role. Hence, a mesh independent analysis has been performed to confirm the precision of the results, and to identify the most effective mesh sizing in order to achieve an appropriate mesh discretisation. The mesh has been created for the compartment using the Cutcell method.
The numerical simulation is run using different mesh sizes. The first mesh comprises of 346,646 elements, the second mesh of 672,308 elements, and the third mesh of 709,906 elements. The average temperature distribution within the compartment from these three simulations is compared in Figure 2.

The numerical simulation is run using different mesh sizes. The first mesh comprises of 346,646 elements, the second mesh of 672,308 elements, and the third mesh of 709,906 elements. The average temperature distribution within the compartment from these three simulations is compared in Figure 2.

The average temperature distribution within the compartment is well predicted by both the second and the third mesh schemes, and the obtained results do not show significant changes. Furthermore, it is obvious that the simulation using the third mesh is less unstable. Therefore, this study employs the third mesh (comprising of 709,906 mesh elements) to investigate the air flow and temperature distribution within the railway compartment.

2.3. Solver Setup

Software Reliability is defined as the probability of a failure-free software operation for a specified period of time in a specified environment. Although Software Reliability is defined as a probabilistic function, and comes with the notion of time, we must note that unlike traditional Hardware Reliability, Software Reliability is not a direct function of time. Physical assets will age with time and usage, but software will not age or wear-out during its life cycle. Software do fail due to many reasons such as: errors, ambiguities, oversights or misinterpretation of the specification that the software is supposed to satisfy, carelessness or incompetence in writing code, inadequate testing, incorrect or unexpected usage of the software or other unforeseen problems. Hardware faults are mostly physical faults, while software faults are (intentionally or unintentionally) human – induced design faults, which are much harder to visualize, classify, detect, and correct. Furthermore, design faults are closely related to fuzzy human factors, which we are yet to fully understand. The quality and reliability of software will not change once it is uploaded and start running. Trying to achieve higher reliability by not knowing the root causes will hinder progress and is very costly.

Since the fire scenario is associated with chemical reactions, non-premixed combustion model has been implemented. The solver settings and essential boundary conditions are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1. Solver and Boundary Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode</td>
<td>Transient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solver</td>
<td>Pressure Based</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulence Model</td>
<td>Shear Stress Transport k-ω</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results and Discussions

The temporal distribution of temperature within the railway compartment is depicted in figures 3(a-f) corresponding to time instances of 5seconds, 10seconds, 20seconds, 45seconds, 90seconds, 180 seconds and 360seconds after the eruption of fire within the railway compartment.

It can be seen that as the fire erupts within the railway compartment, because of its higher temperature (and lesser density), the hot air from the fire travels against the gravitational force, until it comes in contact with the ceiling of the compartment. Then it starts to spread outwards in both directions until it escapes out from the evacuation doors, and into the environment. The different contours shown in figure 3 have been drawn on the same scale for comparison purposes. It can be seen that the region of highest temperature (1190K) is directly above the fire, while the temperature reduces as the distance from the source/fire increases. As there is a gap between the ceiling of the compartment and the evacuation doors, the hot air is trapped on the upper portions of the compartment, while the lower sections of the compartment are at comparatively lower temperature.

![Figure 2](image1)

**Figure 2.** Mesh Independence Analysis

![Figure 3](image2)

**Figure 3.** (a) Temperature distribution at 5 seconds, (b) Temperature distribution at 10 seconds, (c) Temperature distribution at 20 seconds, (d) Temperature distribution at 45 seconds, (e) Temperature distribution at 90 seconds, (f) Temperature distribution at 180 seconds.
The evolution of fire can be clearly seen in the figure. Only a small region of the compartment is affected 5 seconds after the fire has erupted. However, as the time increases, most of the compartment is filled with smoke, and hence most of the volume of the railway compartment is occupied by higher temperature zones.

Data is omnipresent. Data on its own is useless unless it is intelligently analysed and understood. It has been reported that the reliability of many research investigations carried out by many reputable organizations is coming under increasing scrutiny. It is also true that the entrenched culture of cut-throat competition and fraudulent behaviour is hindering the progress. All reliability investigations are heavily dependent upon the quality of data and the intelligent extracting capability of individuals. Extracting the intelligence from Big and Open Data is a challenging task indeed.

Keeping this in view, for further analysing the flow behaviour within the railway compartment, various temperature profiles have been drawn, which corresponds to (a) a vertical line directly above the methane burner to the ceiling of the compartment and (b) a horizontal line in the middle of the compartment from one evacuation door to the other. Figures 4(a-b) depict the variations in the static temperature at various instants both vertically above the methane burner, and horizontally along the centre of the compartment. Figure 4(a) depicts that just above the methane burner, where the fire has erupted; the static temperature rises considerably in the initial periods of the fire eruption. However, after 45 seconds, it starts to drop. Hence, fire is still pre-mature after 5 seconds of eruption.

Figure 3. Static temperature variations after (a) 5 sec (b) 10 sec (c) 20 sec (d) 45 sec (e) 90 sec (f) 180 sec and (g) 360 sec of fire eruption

Figure 4. Static temperature profiles (a) above the methane burner and (b) along the length of the compartment

Figure 4(b) depicts that after 5 seconds of fire eruption, only the region directly above the fire is at higher temperature, whereas the rest of the compartment is at ambient temperature. However, after 360 seconds, the temperature directly above the methane burner has decreased; however, the ambient temperature within the compartment has increased significantly. Hence, as time progresses, the ambient temperature increases while the temperature in the vicinity of the fire decreases.
Further analysing the flow behaviour within the compartment, figures 5(a-f) depict the variations in the flow velocity magnitude at various instances. It can be seen that as the fire erupts, due to the higher temperature directly above the fire, the flow velocity increases, and then spreads outwards. This trend is similar to the one observed in case of temperature variations within the compartment at the same occasions. However, it should be noted that once enough time has elapsed, the flow velocity within the compartment reduces significantly, while the smoke is rushing out of the evacuation doors at significantly higher velocities.

Figures 6(a-b) depict the variations in the flow velocity magnitude at different time instants both vertically above the methane burner, and horizontally along the centre of the compartment. Figure 6(a) depicts that, after 5 seconds of fire eruption, just above the methane burner, the flow velocity increases significantly, whereas the flow is stationary at the ceiling due to no-slip boundary condition. Furthermore, after 360 seconds of fire eruption, the flow velocity has decreased considerably. Hence, the initial stages of fire eruption shows remarkably different trends compared to its later stages.

Figure 6(b) depicts that the region directly above the fire is at higher velocity. Furthermore, there is an indication that the flow starts to accelerate near the evacuation doors.

The temporal distribution of the molar concentration of CO$_2$ within the railway compartment is depicted in figures 7(a-f). It can be seen that as the fire erupts within the railway compartment, the smoke is generated, which, due to being lighter than air, travels against the gravitational force, until it comes in contact with the ceiling of the compartment. Then it starts to
spread outwards in both directions until it escapes out from the evacuation doors, and into the environment. It can be further seen in figures 7(d-f) that the smoke is trapped on the upper portions of the compartment, where its concentration is almost uniform, while the lower sections of the compartment are free of smoke. The evolution of smoke can be clearly seen in these figures. Only a small region of the compartment is filled with smoke 5 seconds after the fire has erupted. However, as the time increases, most of the compartment is filled with smoke.

Figure 6. Velocity magnitude profiles (a) above the methane burner and (b) along the length of the compartment
Figures 7 depict the molar concentration of CO$_2$ vertically above the methane burner and horizontally along the centre of the compartment. It can be seen that in the early stages of fire, as it is still pre-mature, a lot of CO$_2$ is being ejected into the compartment, although the overall region of the compartment occupied by the smoke is relatively small. However, after 45 seconds, the CO$_2$ molar concentration is highest near the methane burner, which then decreases gradually towards the ceiling of the compartment. CO$_2$ molar concentration in the centre of the compartment, from one door to the other, shows that (a) the molar concentration of CO$_2$ is highest in the vicinity of the methane burner (region of fire eruption), and (b) as the time passes by, the molar concentration of CO$_2$ increases in the whole compartment. Hence, these trends are in-line with the observations made earlier.

4. Conclusions

Unavailability, poor quality, unreliable assets drive nations’ invaluable resources to unsustainable and unrecoverable bottomless pit of misery and poverty of unimaginable dimension. Our ‘Quality of life’ and ‘happiness’ is heavily dependent upon reliable and sustainable performance of all assets under all operational conditions. Best practices, best guidelines and national/international standards are the only way to reduce uncertainties and enhance reliability of our assets through smart management practices.

A detailed CFD based investigations on a railway compartment fire has been carried out in the present study. Three primary parameters i.e. the static temperature, the flow velocity and the molar concentration of CO$_2$, have been numerically analysed within a railway compartment. The spatio-temporal variations of these parameters indicate that as a fire erupts in a railway compartment, the smoke at higher temperature rises up and comes in contact with the ceiling of the compartment. Then it spreads outwards towards the evacuation doors on either ends of the compartment. The upper region of the compartment is filled with smoke, containing a large amount of CO$_2$, while the lower section of the compartment is relatively free of smoke and CO$_2$. It has further been noticed that the upper section of the railway compartment is at a higher temperature as compared to the lower section, and similarly the flow velocity is significantly higher in the top section of the compartment. Moreover, it has been observed that the smoke exits the compartment through the upper part of the evacuation doors, while fresh air enters the compartment from the lower part of these doors. It can be said with confidence that CFD can be used as an effective tool in order to analyse railway compartment fires and develop safe and reliable safety systems for such applications.
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